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General information
This section contains general information about the Panthera-Puncher 9.

Changes from previous manual version
Changes made to this manual are marked with underlined text.

Trademarks
Copyright © 2014-2022, PerkinElmer, Inc. All rights reserved.

PerkinElmer® is a registered trademark of PerkinElmer, Inc.

Panthera-Puncher™ and Intellipunch™ are trademarks of PerkinElmer, Inc.

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Intended purpose
The Panthera-Puncher 9 is an accessory for IVD assays (for example, neonatal screening assays) where the sample
type is dried blood spot and the sample size is supported by the Panthera-Puncher 9. The Panthera-Puncher 9 cuts the
sample from the dried blood spot, deposits it to a microtiter plate, and documents the traceability of the sample to the
plate. The instrument is semi-automatic and it is intended for use by trained laboratory personnel.

General notes
The user interface is available in several languages, which may be selected from the service software. Please note that
changing the language from the service software will not change the keyboard layout. If you need a language-specific
keyboard layout, you can add it from the Keyboards and Languages tab of the Windows Region and Language
dialog.

The default user and administrator user names and corresponding passwords are provided in a separate document.

If the network connection is lost while network folders are mapped, the software experiences a slow-down during
start-up and while refreshing the folder browser. This is caused by the software waiting for Windows timeouts when
trying to locate the mapped network folders.

A few words on positive vs negative identification of samples

The positive identification of a sample means that the laboratory set up ensures a continuous and automatic follow
up of all sample data, from the moment the disks are punched into the wells, until their measurement results are
known. This means that the worklists are either automatically created and transferred to the measurement instrument
and connected to the results, or that the data transfer occurs through the LIMS automatically with no need for human
intervention.

Note: When removing plates from the instrument, visually inspect all wells in every plate.

Table of symbols
The following table contains symbols that identify particularly important information and alert you to the presence of
hazards. These symbols may appear in this manual, the product or the package.
Symbol Description

CE compliance mark
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Symbol Description

Manufacturer

Date of manufacture

Caution, consult instructions for use

Warning! Beware of moving parts in the instrument

This way up

Fragile, handle with care

Keep dry

Certification mark from testing laboratory

In vitro diagnostic medical device

Catalogue number

Battery recycle

WEEE, follow local guidelines when disposing of the
equipment
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Safety information

This section contains the safety information for the product.

Conventions
The following conventions are used in all system documentation:

Warning: A warning indicates a hazardous situation or operation that, if not avoided, could result in serious personal
injury or death to the operator or the patient. Follow all stated precautions.

Caution: A caution indicates an operation that could cause damage to the instrument or loss of data, or personal
injury to the operator or the patient if correct procedures are not followed.

Note: A note emphasizes significant information in a procedure or description, and alerts users to key points of interest
not related to personal injury.

In cases where a specific hazard or warning has been identified – such as an electrical or burn hazard – that symbol is
added to the cautions and warnings.

Warnings and precautions
Warning: To ensure data security, log off from the computer when you leave it.

Warning: Do not open the side covers unless the instrument is switched off.

Warning: The specimens are human dried blood spots. The dust that is created by punching should be cleaned
regularly.

Warning: The humidity levels of the air and the materials used affect the build-up of static electricity and thus the
punching performance. With low humidity, there is a higher possibility of pumching errors than with high humidity.
These effects increase as the punch size decreases. Be careful when working in conditions which are at the lower end
of the humidity specifications.

Warning: Always check the number of disks in the well in error or repunch situations. Incorrect number of disks may
lead to a false result.

Warning: Installing the instrument in a location where sunlight reaches the sample plane may cause issues with
barcode reading and sample identification.

Warning: Using glossy paper for sample barcodes can cause barcode reading to fail.

Warning: Under some lighting conditions, the top light intensity may have to be decreased to ensure the
best performance in barcode reading. To adjust the top light intensity, please contact your local PerkinElmer
representative.

Warning: To minimize the risk of a partially read sample barcode, the barcode rule for patient samples should be
activated. To activate the barcode rule, and for any other barcode-related issues, contact your local PerkinElmer
representative.

Warning: When punching a calibrator or a control sample, it is your responsibility to select the correct level spot for
punching. The instrument cannot recognize the markings below the blood spots. The level queried can be seen on
the left side of the screen.

Warning: The information of a partially punched well is not transferred to Specimen Gate, worklists or recovery files.
The wells appear as empty wells.

Warning: The Panthera-Puncher 9 is equipped with an ionizer to counteract static charges from microplates. When
working with assays which are developed in-house using coated microplates, ensure that the homogeneity of the
assay plates after they have been exposed to the ionizer. Exposure to the ionizer has been minimized and does not
impact PerkinElmer DBS assays.

Caution: Keep your fingers and other body parts away from the instrument's moving parts.
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Caution: This software is intended to be installed in a local network and isolated from the public internet with
a firewall. If a remote connection is needed, then a VPN connection is the preferred method to enable secure
connectivity.

Caution: To protect the system from cybersecurity attacks, the operating system updates should be installed as soon
as possible and the operating system antivirus services should be turned on. Third-party antivirus software can be
used, but their compatibility has not been verified by PerkinElmer.

Caution: Use protective gloves when cleaning or otherwise manipulating punch heads.

Caution: When cleaning the punch heads, ensure that parts from different punch heads do not become
interchanged. This may cause the punch head to become unusable, the disk to not have space to fall, or the punch
head size to be wrongly identifed.

Notice regarding serious incidents
For a patient/user/third party in the European Union and in countries with an identical regulatory regime (IVDR; EU
2017/746/EU); if, during the use of this device or as a result of its use, a serious incident has occurred, please report
it to the manufacturer and to your national authority. The contact information for the manufacturer of this device to
report a serious incident is:

Wallac Oy

Mustionkatu 6, FI-20750 Turku, Finland

http://www.perkinelmer.com

Phone: +358 2 2678 111
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Installation
The Panthera-Puncher 9 is delivered with a computer on which the Panthera user interface is pre-installed, and no
other software installation is required. Updates to the Panthera Manager software are carried out by PerkinElmer
service personnel.

All the adjustments to the Panthera-Puncher 9 are factory set and the system should be ready for use once installed.
However, the service personnel in charge of the installation will check the adjustment of the camera, the punch head
and the plate track to ensure they work properly.

If you wish to add Panthera users, please contact your local PerkinElmer representative. These users are based on
Windows user accounts, but these accounts need to be added to certain user groups in order to have access rights
to the Panthera software. User groups in question are Puncher Users or Puncher Administrators, depending on what
functions the users need. Puncher Users have access to functions related to the routine operation of the instrument,
whereas the Puncher Administrators have rights to change assay and system configuration parameters. For more on
user configuration, please refer to Startup and shutdown on page 8.

If anti-virus software is installed on the Panthera PC, it needs to be configured so that it does not scan for viruses
while the Panthera-Puncher 9 instrument is being used. Real-time virus scans are not allowed. To prevent errors, only
use scheduled virus scans. External software accessing the CPU resources may cause errors in the functioning of the
Panthera-Puncher 9.
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Main features
The following section describes the main features of the Panthera-Puncher 9.

Touch screen
The Panthera Manager user interface software is designed to be used with a touch screen instead of a mouse and
keyboard.

General page layout
The upper part of the user interface screen can be assimilated to a task bar. This area is always visible and contains,
from left to right:

• The navigation buttons to the Plates, Punch, and Maintenance views
• The date and time and the name of the currently displayed view
• Three small icons and their related information, respectively

• the communication settings (stand-alone or SG connectivity)
• the humidity of the punching area
• the user name of the user currently logged in

• The navigation button to the Settings view.

The rest of the screen is dedicated to displaying the content of the selected view.

On-screen keyboard
When pressing an editable field on the screen or whenever manual text input is needed (e.g. for writing a note to be
assigned to a sample), the on-screen keyboard is displayed.

Intellipunch™
Intellipunch™ is a function that allows the software to maximize the number of disks that can be punched from each
blood spot. Intellipunch detects the blood areas on the sample card based on the card surface color and automatically
optimizes the punch locations for the current blood spot. This provides the most economical usage of blood spots that
are not symmetrical.

The program also offers the possibility to use static punch patterns. There are numerous predefined punch patterns
that can be used with or without automatic blood detection. When choosing a punch pattern, the maximum punch size
that can be used in the pattern is shown next to it. The software will only show you punch patterns available for the
punch heads currently installed on the instrument.

Punch sizes
The instrument can contain two different punch head sizes simultaneously. The possible punch head sizes are 1.5 mm,
3.2 mm, 3.8 mm, 4.7 mm and 6 mm. If the instrument does not contain a suitably sized punch head for a loaded
analyte, it displays a warning message and disables the plate.

1.5 mm disks can sometimes cause issues, especially in a very dry environment. Please refer to Troubleshooting on
page 32 for more details on this.

Error situations
If the instrument encounters an error situation, it will inform you through the user interface by means of an error
message, which will also instruct you on how to proceed.
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If the instrument encounters an error from which it is not able to recover, the error message will say 'Unrecoverable
error'. When the instrument informs the user of e.g. a movement error, it is a hint that an error has occurred but that
the instrument was able to recover.
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Routine operation
When the software starts, it displays the Plate view by default, since the punching workflow usually starts with the
loading of plates that will receive the punched disks. Once the plates are loaded, punching of samples, calibrators
and/or controls can start. To go to the Punch screen, bring the first sample, control or calibrator card to the punching
area under the camera or press the Punch button on the user interface screen.

In order to punch a sample on the Panthera- Puncher 9, it must have a sample ID. The sample ID can either be a
barcode that the camera can read, an automatically generated sample ID if barcodes are not available, or a manually
entered sample ID. Once the card is under the camera and a sample ID is present, the sample queries appear on
the left. In standalone mode, the assays appear in the order the plates are loaded in. In Specimen Gate mode, the
assays appear in whatever order the Assay Sort Order has been programmed to in Specimen Gate. As soon as it has
detected the blood spot, the software shows suggested positions of the disks for punching from the blood spot. A
single command is enough to punch all disks that appear on the screen.

The punch command for punching can be given with the bar at the bottom of the touch screen showing the read
sample ID, the touch area or the foot pedal.

Once a plate has reached the maximum number of patient samples it can contain, the system shows a message saying
that the plate requires calibrators or controls, or that it is ready to be unloaded from the instrument.

In order to punch all controls into the plate before punching patient samples, the control toggle switch must be
utilized. Under the Plates view next to the plate map, the control toggle switch lets you select whether to punch only
start controls (3 green dots) or all controls (6 green dots) to the plate prior to patient samples. By default, it is set to
punch only the start controls, so that the plate can be packed in case it is a partial plate. It is not possible to change the
default setting. Also, the control toggle switch can only be changed prior to punching disks into the plate.

If you know the plate will be full, then you can select the punching of all controls at the beginning of the punch run. If
you are not certain that your plate will be filled with patient samples, choose to punch only start controls before patient
samples. This will enable the plate packing after the punching of patient samples is over. Plate packing moves the
controls from the end of the plate to the wells following the last patient sample. Note that when connected to Specimen
Gate, plate packing is available only for assays that have End Controls programmed to them in Specimen Gate.

When punching start controls and the Control Toggle switch is set to three dots, the program will not allow sample
wells placed before the start controls to remain free (i.e. unpunched).

Startup and shutdown
To start using the Panthera-Puncher 9, first power on the instrument (the power switch is located on the back of the
instrument on the left). Then turn on the computer.

Log in to Windows using valid credentials (user name and password) that also have rights to use the Panthera
software).

The Windows operating system on which the Panthera-Puncher 9 software is installed comes programmed with three
user groups:
User group Access

Puncher User Can use the Panthera Manager software for routine
use and maintenance , and is granted access to service
software for reading log files. When a user in the Puncher
User group opens the service software, a message
informs them that the only feature available to them is
the log reader. Press OK to clear the message, and the
service software starts. Note that it may take the software
some time to load the log file.
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User group Access

Puncher Administrator Has all the access rights to the Panthera Manager
software, and is granted access to service software for
reading log files. When a user in this group opens the
service software, a message informs them that the only
feature available to them is the log reader. Press OK to
clear the message, and the service software starts. Please
note it may take the software some time to load the log
file.

Puncher Service This user group is only for certified PerkinElmer service
personnel.

The Panthera-Puncher 9 comes programmed with three different users by default (Panthera User, Panthera Admin and
Panthera Service), belonging respectively to their corresponding Windows User Group. The service personnel have the
access rights to create more users. When creating a new user, they will need to be added to one of the three different
Windows User groups on the PC.

Note: If a user with insufficient Windows user rights tries to open the Panthera software, the configuration files are
virtualized. If the user with insufficient rights is later granted rights to use the Panthera software, the virtual files must
be removed or they will cause issues. For example, the punch head cleaning performed by a user with virtual files will
not be visible to other users.

Once you are logged in, start the Panthera Manager software by double-clicking its icon on the desktop.

The software splash screen is displayed for a few seconds while the instrument initializes. After the initialization, the
Plates view appears on the screen.

Note: While the software is starting and the splash screen shown, the sample plane needs to be free of any cards or
papers. The camera will calibrate the control level for recognizing the cards while the software starts up.

To close the Panthera Manager software, press the Quit button in the Maintenance view (for more details on this,
please refer to System information on page 16).

If the instrument contains loaded plates while closing the software, it will warn you that all the plate related data will
be lost if the plates are not unloaded before the software closes. Even if the plates are empty, do not close the software
with plates loaded. This may cause the plates to become unusable.

Loading and setting up the plates
Press the Eject button in the Plates view and open the hatch. Once the hatch is open, the plate track comes out. The
plate track contains 9 plate positions. All 9 positions are suitable for standard 96-well plates.

Warning: The plate track comes out of the instrument approximately 10 cm (4 inches) when ejected.

Positions 7 through 9 contain removable adapters that, when removed, can hold deep well plates. If you are not using
deep well plates and instead want to use plates of regular height in these positions, remember to use the adapters.

The plate should be oriented with the A1 well in the back left corner. When loading the plates, make sure you position
them between the guide pins.

Place the plate barcodes on the long side of the plate (facing inside the instrument) in order for the instrument to read
them automatically.

The instrument will detect empty plate positions by detecting the "empty" barcode printed on the track at each plate
position.

Press Done when all the plates are loaded onto the plate track. The plate track will go back inside the instrument. Wait
until the plate track is completely inside the instrument before closing the hatch. The instrument will start to
scan the plate barcodes once the hatch has closed.

When the instrument has read the plate barcodes, it displays a plate map for each plate in the Plates view. If the
instrument encounters an issue with a plate (e.g. no barcode or unknown analyte), it will mark the corresponding plate
map with a red outline and display an exclamation mark next to the field where the plate barcode should be. You can
fill in the missing information for each field by pressing it. You must start by providing the barcode or an ID (at least
3 characters long) into the first field. The other fields are disabled until a barcode has been entered. Then choose the
analyte in the second field. The third field (plate map) will be filled automatically with the next available plate map
number not yet used in the current run, or, if all the plate maps for that analyte have been used, it will re-use the
last plate map. You can change the plate map by pressing the third field and choosing a plate map from the list that
appears. You can reset the incrementing sequence of the plate map by manually selecting a new plate map.
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Under the plate map selection, a toggle switch lets you select whether to punch only start controls (3 green dots) or all
controls (6 green dots) to the plate prior to patient samples. By default, it is set to punch only the start controls, so that
plate can be packed in case it is not full.

If you know the plate will be full and you want to punch controls before punching patients, you can select the punching
of all 6 controls at the start of the plate. However, if you are not certain that your plate will be filled with patient
samples, choose to punch only start controls before patient samples, this will enable the plate packing after the
punching of patient samples is over. Plate packing moves the controls from the end of the plate to the wells following
the last patient sample.

When punching start controls and the 3-dot Control Toggle switch are selected, the program will not allow sample wells
to be placed before the start controls to remain unpunched.

A plate must have a unique plate barcode, an analyte, and a plate map assigned to it or the instrument will not be able
to punch disks to it.

For the first plate of a given analyte, the instrument will use plate map number 1 for the corresponding analyte. When
that plate is filled with punched disks and you replace it with a new, empty plate of the same analyte, the instrument
will use the next programmed plate map (i.e. 2 in this case). You can override this functionality and change the plate
map. Just press the textbox containing the plate map name and select the desired plate map from the list.

To create a plate map for a one-time use, select the plate by pressing it and go to the Plate edit view.

To create a plate map for frequent use, create a plate map in the plate area of the settings for the specific analyte.
For more details on this, refer to Plate maps on page 28. The puncher will get the plate maps from Specimen Gate
Laboratory if it is connected to it.

You can disable plates from the Plates view by pressing the corresponding ON/OFF toggle switch. All queries for this
plate will be removed until it is enabled again.

If a plate has an analyte that requires a punch size that is not available in the instrument at the time of loading, in
stand-alone mode, the software will display a warning message to inform you that disks for the analytes in question
cannot be punched with the current punch head configuration. When connected to Specimen Gate Laboratory, all
samples with the unavailable disk size will still be displayed on the punch screen, albeit they will be disabled, and you
will not be able to enable them until a punch head of the right size is installed in the instrument.

Note: When connected to Specimen Gate, there is no warning about the missing punch head when loading plates. The
punch size is included in the sample information from Specimen Gate.

Note: Plates with frames might experience plate barcode reading failures if the frame bulges from the edge of the
plate and overshadows the barcode

Note: Using clear plates without a barcode can create issues, since the instrument can read the "empty position"
barcode on the plate tray through the plate and therefore considers this position empty. One way of preventing this
from happening is to have a barcode sticker on the plate, or at least a blank ID sticker.

Unloading the plates from the instrument
When the plates are full, or if for any other reason you need to unload the plates, press Eject from the Plate view. Be
aware that the worklists are written to the hard drive once the plates are unladed, the plate track has re-entered the
instrument and the barcodes have been read. For Specimen Gate customers, the plates will go from punching status
when loaded onto the instrument to unloaded, punched or measured when unloaded from the instrument. Plates
will not be considered removed from the instrument until the plate track re-enters the instrument and the barcode for
each plate position has been read.

Note: For Specimen Gate customers, plates can only be reloaded onto the Panthera-Puncher 9 if their status is
unloaded or punched.

The software will create a recovery file for each plate unloaded from the instrument.

Upon unloading, make sure to visually check that all wells in all plates contain the correct amount of disks. A punching
error may happen and remain undetected by the instrument. When unloading under the Punch/Check screen,
punching errors can be corrected by choosing Repunch sample to repunch a patient or Clear to either repunch a
calibrator or control or punch a different sample ID into the well. When unloading under the Plates view, there is no
option to repunch.

Plate edit view
You can have a look at details of a particular plate by pressing it in the Plates view. The Plate edit view opens. This
view allows you to change the plate map of the plate, but not the contents of the plate. You can see the status for each
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well, and you can also set and change the wells to contain different sample types, patient sample, controls, calibrators
or empty wells. You cannot alter wells with spots already punched into them.

To select a single well, press it. To select multiple wells, drag your fingers across the plate to select an area containing
the wells you want. The wells are selected based on the filling order (row or column). To select a single column, press
the corresponding number and, similarly, if you want to select a row, press the corresponding letter. To select the whole
plate with a single touch, press the upper left corner of the plate.

The calibrator button opens a sub-view where you can view and select all calibrator levels. There is a similar
functionality for controls too. The Patients sample type represents unknown samples and the Empty type represents
wells that will not be used at all for punching. The Punched type represents samples that have been punched outside
the instrument or for instance a liquid control that you want the system to show in the worklist. If a well is marked as
Punched, it will be displayed as a black disk on a white background until it has been assigned an ID.

Note: The well will appear as empty in the worklist if no ID has been assigned to it.

Note: Punched is not to be used when attached to Specimen Gate Laboratory. Using it will cause wells to appear as
empty in Specimen Gate Laboratory.

Greyed out wells in this view belong to the explanatory classes:

Class Explanation

Repunch sample For samples that will be punched to the same well again.

Bad well Wells that contain some kind of error.

Start location The first patient punching location, if not the first patient
location. This may be set for a plate through the loading
template.

If you select a well that has already been punched into, the sample info is displayed on the right side of the plate map.

Note: Editing a punched well requires you to be in Check mode under the Punch view.

If you want to export the plate data manually, press the Export as button and in the dialog that appears, select the
export file type and location where you want to save it.

Note: Only one folder path is stored for manual exporting and importing. If you have imported a file previously and
you now want to export data, the default folder path is that of the file previously imported. If needed, remember to
change the folder path to point to the correct location.

If a plate needs to be reloaded to the instrument, you can recover its data either from the recovery file or from a
panthera.xml type export file, if available. To enable plate data import, the plate must have the same plate barcode, the
same analyte, and it cannot contain any new disk, i.e punched after it was unloaded. There are many folders where the
plate data can be located, so if you cannot immediately see the data file, please check the following folders: panthera
exports and its subdirectories, panthera recovery or any other possible export locations you might have set. Clicking
the path-input box will open a directory browser that provides quick links to the Panthera export and Panthera recovery
locations.

To pack all the wells on the plate, press Pack. This makes it so the controls appear after the last punched patient well.
For plates that do not have end controls, packing removes all the empty wells from the plate map. The Pack function
works as described above in stand-alone mode. With Specimen Gate Laboratory, Pack works only if the assay has been
programmed to have End Controls in Specimen Gate.

If for any reason you need to assign a note to a particular well, select that well and press inside the Note field on the
right of the plate map. The software will show you the Note screen, in which you can either enter text (free form) into
the Current note field or select one of the previously entered notes. The software remembers the last 12 notes that
have been entered. If needed, PerkinElmer personnel can lock notes in the list for you, so that they are never removed,
even if they have not been used for some time. The total number of notes allowed by the software is 12 regardless of
whether they are locked or first in first out.

Note: Notes can only be added to wells already containing a sample unless a note is selected prior to punching. If a
note was selected prior to punching, the note will be attached to each well that is punched.

Note: When working with Specimen Gate, for notes to be flagged as either informational or quality flags, the
notes entered into the Panthera software must match the notes programmed in Specimen Gate. When connected
to Specimen Gate, notes cannot be removed, but they can be updated.
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Operations in detail
This section contains more detailed information on operating the Panthera-Puncher 9.

Punching and sample queries
The Panthera-Puncher 9 makes punching easy. In stand-alone mode, the punch queries for all loaded analytes come
from the analyte settings. For more details on this, refer to Analytes on page 25.

With the software in Punch view, place the sample card in the punching area. You can see the image of the sample card
on the screen. Provided you are using barcodes for sample identification, the puncher will read the barcode from the
image you see on the screen.

Note: The barcode reading area in the image consists of the area surrounding the gripper that holds the sample card
during punching (that is, the area below the gripper) and the areas on either side of it. The area inside the gripper
frame is excluded from the reading area. Make sure you can see the whole barcode in the barcode reading area when
inserting the card.

1. Area excluded from the barcode reading area
2. Default barcode reading area

Once the puncher has read the barcode, you can adjust the sample card position as needed and give the punch
command. The instrument's gripper will keep the card in place until all planned punches from the current blood spot
have taken place.

If all queries could not be met (e.g. if some disks still need to be punched from the sample after the first punch
command), realign the card and the instrument will locate the next positions to punch the missing disks.

Tip: You can easily toggle from the Plates view to the Punch view by bringing the card to the punching area.

Tip: If you are using sheet format calibrator or controls, it is advised that you do not rip the strip off the full sheet
before punching. Ripping off the full sheet may cause the gripper to not grip the filter paper firmly. It may also cause
the system to recognize a card as not available.

Note: The system reads the barcode six times for each sample card before the sample card ID appears in the Sample
ID field. The barcode reading mode is on when the punch trigger button features the text Reading Barcode and there
is a green frame around the camera picture. To read the next sample card's barcode, clear the sample card detection
area by completely removing the processed sample card before sliding in the next one. The sample card detection area
is the part located below the gripper in the image seen on the Punch view.

Note: When the instrument has an active Specimen Gate connection, all sample queries come from Specimen Gate
Laboratory. This means that some queries for assays that are not loaded may appear, but they will be displayed as
inactive queries. In order to ensure a smooth transition to local settings in the event of a connection failure, it is
strongly advised that the local settings match as much as possible the Specimen Gate Laboratory settings. If there is
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no local analyte matching the Specimen Gate analyte, the plate will be disabled. Please contact your local PerkinElmer
representative or Specimen Gate support to solve the issue.

The Panthera-Puncher 9 can be used in two modes that define how it will get the sample queries. In Specimen Gate
mode (direct link to Specimen Gate Laboratory), the Panthera-Puncher 9 gets the sample queries from the Specimen
Gate Laboratory software to which it is connected. In stand-alone mode, it gets the sample queries from the analyte
settings and the loaded plates.

Note: If a sample does not fit the Specimen Gate barcode rules, you need to remove the specimen from the sample
plane and reintroduce it to refresh queries. If the barcode cannot be read from the sample, you can type in the barcode
before introducing the sample to the instrument.

When the plate is getting full, the instrument will display a pop-up warning if all replicates of an analyte punch query
cannot be punched to the same plate. This serves as a warning that unless the plate in question is substituted with a
new one, some queries will not be punched.

Changing a card before all its required disks have been punched will prompt the instrument to issue a warning.
The warning will not count queries that have been disabled (either manually or automatically by the Specimen Gate
Laboratory software).

Sample identification
If your laboratory uses barcode identification of samples, the software detects the barcode from the camera image and
assigns the correct ID to the sample. When using barcodes, make sure you can see the whole barcode on the screen
when inserting the card in order to allow the instrument to read the ID properly. Once the instrument has read the
barcode, you can adjust the sample card position as needed. Should a barcode be unreadable or missing or in need of
editing, the software lets you enter the ID manually. You will not be able to punch a sample unless it has been assigned
an ID. If you have an active sample barcode rule, the software will assign a query to the sample only if the barcode
follows the rule. For more details refer to Barcode rule for samples on page 24

If your laboratory is not using barcodes, the software includes an automatic identification system using running
numbers. This can be turned on or off from the Settings view (for more details see Automatic Sample ID generation on
page 24).

To provide the sample ID manually, press the Sample ID field and enter the details using the on-screen keyboard. The
sample ID must be at least two characters long.

Please bear in mind that the use of barcodes is highly recommended, as it ensures positive identification of the sample.
Both the automatic sample ID generation and manual sample ID entry allow for operator error and could lead to
patients being misidentified.

Calibrators and controls are also identified by their barcode. This means that all calibrators and controls must have
a barcode and a corresponding barcode rule defined in the analyte settings. If you have Automatic Sample ID
generation turned on, the instrument will not read barcodes, so you must switch it off in order to punch calibrators
and controls with barcodes.

You can also enter notes for a specific sample from the Punch view by pressing the Note field. When you enter a note
from the punch view, it is added to all wells punched subsequently from the same card until the card is removed.

Detection of punch areas
Adjust the sample card position so that the dried blood spot you want to punch fits as much as possible in the target
area marked with a circle. The software detects the areas where it can punch and displays each suggested punch as a
plain green disk with its number in it. Once the punch command is given, all the disks shown on the camera image will
be punched.

Note: The Panthera-Puncher 9 detects blood areas but does not detect spots as such, so it may suggest punching
required disks from two different spots if these are in the punching area (circle) defined by the camera.

Note: The minimum space to be left between two disks and between a disk and the blood spot border can be
configured through the service software.

When using Intellipunch, the software will optimize the available surface area of the blood spot and will only show
on the screen the disks it can punch. If you are using a static punch pattern, any disk that cannot be punched
on a particular spot appears as a green circle (provided the Blood detect function is on in the Manual punch
configuration view. For more details on this, please refer to Punching patterns on page 14).
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Regardless of whether you are using Intellipunch or a static punch pattern, if you give the punch command and all
disks cannot be punched from the same spot, you need to present the next blood spot on the same patient sample card
where material is available so that the missing disks can be punched.

Punching priority
The punching priority for the different analytes is shown on the left side of the camera image and in Stand-alone
mode, it is determined by the loading order (position 1 = highest priority, position 9 = lowest priority). In Specimen
Gate mode, the priority order comes from Specimen Gate Laboratory and can be changed by Specimen Gate Support if
desired. The corresponding number is also displayed for each disk to be punched on the camera image. The software
applies that priority order when detecting the available material for punching. That is, if three disks must be punched
but only two are available from the current spot, it punches the two disks with the highest priority (1 and 2) and leaves
the third one out to be punched from the next spot, provided one is available. If needed (for example, if the quantity of
material is insufficient) you can disable the punching for one or more analytes for a particular sample by pressing the
corresponding queries in the punching priority area.

If the planned punching involves two different punch sizes, the instrument will identify the highest priority analyte
disk size and will start by punching all disks of that size before punching the disks of the other size. This is to avoid
unnecessary back and forth movements of the punch heads thus optimizing punching time. Since the software already
plans the punching in advance for the whole blood spot, the priority is in no way affected, in the sense that if there is
not enough material on the blood spot to punch all disks, lower priority disks will still be left for the next punch round
(on the next blood spot of the sample card, if available).

When using the Panthera-Puncher 9 with two punch sizes (two punch heads), it is advised to place the highest priority
size punch head into the right position in order to diminish unneeded punch head changes. The correct position is
the primary punch head position. In Specimen Gate mode, the right punch head is always brought to the front while
waiting for the punch command, as the instrument does not know the correct prioritized size before the queries are
retrieved from Specimen Gate.

Note: When the instrument has an active Specimen Gate connection, the punching priorities come from Specimen Gate
Laboratory.

Punching patterns
If you choose not to use Intellipunch, you have to choose a punching pattern. In Punch view, if the Intellipunch
function is off (in the right-hand column), the static punch pattern button is enabled and the current options are
displayed. Press the button and the Manual punch configuration view appears. Choose the static punch pattern you
wish to use and then press OK. When choosing a punch pattern, the maximum punch size that can be used in the
pattern is shown next to it. The software only shows you punch patterns which are available for the punch heads
currently in the instrument.

The Blood detect switch in this view toggles automatic blood detection on and off. If you switch it off, the puncher
works in a fully manual mode and it is up to the user to make sure each disk is punched from blood on the sample card.

The program remembers the last values you have selected for the punch pattern and the blood detection until it is
switched off. This allows for fast switching between Intellipunch and static pattern punching: just disable Intellipunch
to get your latest pattern option active.

The Retest mode (Stand-alone)
When the Panthera-Puncher 9 is working as stand-alone, the Punch view contains a switch called Retest mode. When
it is off, it means that the disks being punched are initial samples. Replicate amounts for initials and retests can be
configured in the analyte settings.

When all initial samples of the day are punched and you want to do some retests with different replicate settings, press
the Retest mode switch to go into retest mode. The analyte settings will be changed to correspond to your laboratory's
retests.

The queries in this mode work in a similar way to the initial test mode, hence tyou have to select the required analytes
by disabling the plates and queries that do not need to be retested.

When connected to Specimen Gate Laboratory, this software sends the retest queries to the Panthera-Puncher 9 and
the Retest mode switch is not visible.
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The Retest mode switch is also hidden if the Puncher is disconnected from Specimen Gate through the Panthera
Manager software. It is only visible if Panthera is set to standalone from the Panthera Service software.

Packing partial plates
If the last plates of the day are not full, you can use the Pack function to move the end control wells to immediately
follow the last punched patient sample well and mark the plate as finished.

The Pack command is available from the Plate edit view (in Plate view, select a plate to display its details).

This function also affects plates that do not contain end controls, since all unpunched sample positions are removed.
Any well that has been defined to remain empty remains so and is not removed from the plate map if it is between
punched wells.

Note: When the instrument has an active Specimen Gate connection, the Pack function works only if the assay has
been programmed in Specimen Gate Laboratory to have End Controls.

Check plate functionality
In the Punch view, at any time while the instrument is not punching, the user has the possibility to check the plate
visually. Press the Check button to bring the plate track outside of the instrument.

This functionality allows you to change the content of the plate, the punched wells and their statuses. The Check plates
view and the individual plate view can be distinguished from the Plates view and the Plate edit view with a red color
scheme.

The instrument forces this function if it notices a punch error.

Note: If you remove one or several plates, the software will export recovery data that you can later use to reload the
plate, just like if you unload the plates in the Plates/Eject view.

The instrument prompts you to check the plate if a punching error occurs. Any well likely to be affected by an error
appears red and each plate with a red well is outlined in red as well. Select each plate outlined in red to see the detailed
view. Once you have visually checked the well, you can change its status by selecting the appropriate well and then
pressing Approve if the well contains the disk, Clear if you want to repunch a calibrator or control or if you want to
punch a different sample ID into the well, Disable if for some reason you do not want the well to be used at all, or
Repunch sample if you want the same sample ID to be punched into the same well again.

In this view, there are also two additional greyed out buttons:

• Bad well for wells with an error
• Start location which is displayed in the plate only if it is set to be different from the first patient location

If the red wells are not handled during the Check plate operation, they remain red and can be handled later. Remember
to handle them before unloading the plate.

Repunch mode
If one or several wells have been marked for repunch, the puncher goes into repunch mode. The text Ready to repunch
is shown in the Punch view.

When the puncher is in repunch mode, it will only allow the selected samples containing repunch queries to be
punched. It accepts no other sample IDs than those marked for repunch. For the last sample handled before going into
repunch mode, the instrument also shows the unpunched queries, so you can punch all the remaining disks needed
from the current sample card at once. A Repunch text in the query distinguishes repunch queries from others.

To see the list of sample IDs that have been selected for repunch, press the Samples button. When all of the selected
samples have been repunched, the software switches back to normal punch mode automatically.

If for some reason you cannot punch a sample marked for repunch, press Check plates and in the Check plates view,
change the corresponding well status to Clear or Disable in order to go back to the normal punch mode.
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Maintenance and shutdown
The maintenance screen of the Panthera Manager software contains three sections:

Section Function

Punch head maintenance Daily cleaning

Hard disk cleanup For cleaning up old export files and old images

System information Displays the punch head counters and the software
version

The Quit button on the bottom right of the screen closes the software.

Punch head maintenance
When you need to change or clean the punch heads, press the Start button on the right side of the Punch head
maintenance area. The Punch Head Maintenance Wizard starts and guides you in a step-by-step procedure. You are
asked to remove and clean the punch heads one by one, then to replace them. Detailed on-screen instructions guide
you through the procedure. For more on this, please refer to Removing and cleaning the punch heads on page 17.

If one of the punch heads does not need cleaning, it can be skipped.

When the instrument is in use, the punch heads should be cleaned at least once a day. If you are getting more
punching errors than usual or if the punch head movement slows down, it might become necessary to clean the punch
heads more than once a day.

If more than 24 hours have elapsed since you last cleaned the punch heads, the softwarereminds you to go through
the cleaning procedure by displaying the Maintenance button in red, and when in the Maintenance screen, the
background of the Punch head maintenance area also appears in red.

Even if the software reminds you to clean the punch heads, you are be able to continue punching. However, it is
strongly advised that you perform the cleaning operations at least once a day, and more if necessary.

It is strongly advised that you clean the punch heads even if 24 hours have not elapsed since the last cleaning in the
following situations:

• the instrument starts giving the Disk not detected error during punching although the disk is in the correct well
• the instrument seems to struggle when applying the force for punching

Hard disk cleanup (only available to Service and Panthera Admin
level users)

All kinds of temporary files can take up a lot of space on the computer's hard disk drive. This feature lets you remove
old export files and recovery files. You also have the option of deleting old image files by toggling the Clean also
image files switch on or off. Since Panthera-Puncher 9 creates recovery file for all punched plates, it is advised to use
this feature regularly.

When you want to start the disk cleanup, press the Clean Now button.

The scope of this function is restricted to the local hard disk drive, which means that if the locations for saving have
been changed to a network drive, the files are not removed.

The default settings for files to be considered as old is older than 15 days, but if necessary, it can be changed from the
service software to be up to 90 days.

System information
This area contains two punch counters:
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Punch counter Explanation

Punches since last service This is the number of punches since the last maintenance
action by PerkinElmer service personnel. The counter is
reset by PerkinElmer personnel when maintenance is
performed. The date of the last maintenance is displayed
on the right side of the System information area title
bar.

Total number of punches This is the total number of punches done with this
particular instrument during its lifetime. This counter
cannot be reset.

It also contains the software version number and the Quit button that allows you to close the Panthera Manager
software.

Instrument cleaning
It is advisable to clean the dust off the instrument on a regular basis. Opening the side panels eases the instrument
cleaning operation. Please note that the instrument needs to be powered off when opening the side panels.

Removing and cleaning the punch heads
In order to clean a punch head, you need to remove it from the puncher, dismantle it, and then clean the various parts.
The inner chute is the part that gathers the most dust.

Caution: Use protective gloves when cleaning or otherwise manipulating punch heads.

To remove the punch head, go to the Maintenance view in the software, and choose the punch head maintenance.
The Punch Head Maintenance Wizard launches. Follow the instructions given by the software to remove the punch
head.

Once you have removed the punch head, slide the punch out of it. It moves freely, so by flipping the punch head upside
down, the punch die comes out. Be careful not to drop it, or it may become bent or blunt.

Note: If you are cleaning several punch heads at the same time, take great care not to mix up the parts of different
punch heads.

The next operation involves removing the disk detector. To do this, push the holder open.

This allows you to release the disk detector connector.
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Next, twist the disk detector 90 degrees counterclockwise and slide it out.

The disk detector, the chute and the spring come out of the punch head. Remove the chute and the spring by pulling
them.
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Separate the spring from the chute.

In principle, you should have the different components as shown in the picture below.
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Wash all of them according to your laboratory standard procedures.

Focus especially on the following parts: inner chute, the punch die, and the whole shaft area where the punch die and
the disk move:

Part Cleaning

Punch Clean the punch thoroughly from top to bottom in order
to remove all the dust.

Upper shaft Clean all the accumulated dust off the upper shaft so that
the punch can move in it freely.

Inner chute Most of the dust gathers in the inner chute. If too much
dust is accumulated, there is a risk of dust falling into the
wells. To prevent this, clean the inner chute thoroughly.

The pillow The pillow and the space above and below it gather dust.
They must be cleaned every time.

To ensure full functionality and enhanced lifetime, all parts must be clean and dry when re-assembling them together.

Except for the electronics (disk detector), the different parts can be cleaned with either pressurized air, or water
followed by alcohol. If you choose to use alcohol, first rinse the components with water. Since alcohol denaturates
proteins, these will stick to the surfaces and will therefore be harder to remove. Using water first should largely
eliminate this problem.

You may use swabs (foam or nylon applicator sticks are best as cotton-tipped applicator sticks can leave behind cotton
filaments) or cleaning clothes that do not create dust. Avoid microfiber clothes in dry conditions since rubbing them
against the different parts of the punch head may create static electricity.

The disk detector should be cleaned as needed. To clean the disk detector, use canned air to remove the dust. You can
also use your laboratory compressed air system if it is completely oil-free. Alternatively, you can use a soft brush or a
dry applicator stick (preferably foam or nylon to dust off the detector.

When you have finished cleaning (and drying) the different parts, you need to reassemble them in the following order.
First slide the inner chute back into the disk detector and make sure it goes all the way down.

You may have to twist the inner chute while you push it down (the chute has a small groove that should line up with
the groove inside the detector) in order to ensure that the edge of the cylinder is at the same level as the plastic. For
disk detection to work propely, the four holes in the inner chute must line up with the the two infrared LEDs and their
corresponding sensors.
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Slide the spring back around the chute.

To attach the detector to the punch head frame, place it first at a 90 degrees angle, then insert the inner chute part into
the guide and make sure that the fastening pins of the frame arm are placed in the groove of the plastic part of the
detector.

You can then twist the detector clockwise to fasten it.
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Place the detector connector back in position by pushing open the holder and adjusting the detector's notch with the
frame pin.

Once this is done slide the punch back into position and replace the punch head into the instrument.

Note: On occasion, when inserting the punch head back to the instrument after the daily punch head maintenance, the
Panthera software presents a Skip button instead of the usual Next button. To fix this, remove the punch head from
the instrument and reinsert it.
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It is critical that you protect the detector from any liquid.
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Settings
The Settings screen is divided into six areas:

• Touch area
• Automatic Sample ID Generation
• Barcode rule
• SG Connection
• Loading templates
• Analytes

Touch area
This switch enables or disables the touch area of the punching platform. The touch area sensitivity can be adjusted
through the service software by PerkinElmer service personnel. When using the touch area, either tap it or swipe your
finger on it.

Automatic Sample ID generation
If your laboratory does not use barcoded samples, you can set the system to create automatic IDs for the samples. The
automatic ID can consist of two parts:

• Static or dynamic prefix: to set a prefix, enter it into the Prefix field. For a static prefix, you just need to enter it as
you want it. The system is designed to allow dynamic dates in the prefix. These dates can be expressed in different
formats and must be included between % marks. All characters entered outside the % marks will be considered as
being static. Here are a few examples of what to enter into the field and what the output for it will be if the current
date is May 31st, 2011:
Input Output

Sample-%yyyyMMdd% Sample-20110531

%yy-M-d% 11-5-31

%MM-dd%BB 05-31BB

AB-%yy-ooo% (where ooo represents an ordinal date, i.e. the number
corresponding to the current day in the current year; the 31st of May is
the 151st day of the year 2011)

AB-11-151

%hh-mm-ss% (note the small m letters vs capital M for months) 12-01-01 (hours-minutes-seconds)
• Running number: the starting number of the numbering can be entered in the Start numbering from field. The

Next sample id field cannot be edited. It displays the whole ID (prefix + running number) for the next sample.

When Automatic Sample ID is turned on, a gear shift symbol appears in the Sample ID field under the Punch view
screen.

Note: When Automatic Sample ID is turned on, the Panthera-Puncher does not read any barcodes.

Barcode rule for samples
This section allows you to create and enable or disable a sample barcode rule.

If the rule is active, the software assigns a query to a sample if its barcode matches the rule. The switch to enable and
disable the rule is available to all users, but only users of Panthera Admin level can edit the rule.

The barcode rule uses the same notation as the plate, calibrator and control rules described below. See also Barcode
rule notation on page 28.

If the Specimen Gate connection is active, the software gets the rules from Specimen Gate.
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External barcode reader (optional)
This section allows you to enable or disable sample barcode reading using the external barcode reader. If you want to
use this feature, please contact your local PerkinElmer representative for details.

When the external barcode switch is active, you can read the sample barcode either with the built-in camera or with the
external barcode reader.

The external barcode reader has two scanning modes: Trigger Mode, where the trigger must be pulled to initiate the
reading of the barcode, and Stand Mode, where the scanner automatically senses that a barcode is presented and
reads it. For more details on this, please refer to the external barcode reader instructions.

SG Connection
The SG Connection area contains a switch. If you enable it, the instrument will connect to Specimen Gate Laboratory,
provided a Specimen Gate connection has been set up in the Service Software. When no Specimen Gate connection
has been set up, the switch is greyed out and you are not be able to switch the SG Connection on. From the
Panthera Service software, the instrument can be set to connect automatically to Specimen Gate Laboratory. If
automatic connection is enabled, the SG Connection button is available every time you start the Panthera software. SG
Connection can be turned off only when there are no plates loaded, and when you are logged in as Panthera Admin or
have Puncher Administrator privileges.

Loading templates
Press the Edit button to display the Loading templates screen, where you can create loading templates that serve
as guides as to what plates to load into the puncher and in what position on the plate tray. You can create loading
templates for different purposes and edit the existing templates except for the template currently in use and the
Freeform template, which is basically an empty template in which plates can be loaded in any order and are
recognized by their barcodes.

When creating a loading template, start by selecting an analyte for a plate location. Once this is done, press the button
below the analyte name to set platemap, autoincrement and start location parameters.

After pressing the button, a new window opens and gives you the possibility to select a platemap, to preview
the platemap, to set the start location for that platemap in that template, and to select whether or not to use
autoincrementation of platemaps with this template.

In stand-alone mode, the priority order of the punching follows the loading order of the plates. The plate in position 1
has the highest priority analyte, and the plate in position 9 has the lowest priority analyte. A template can only contain
one single plate of a specific analyte. Once an analyte has been chosen for a plate, it is not available for the rest of the
plates of the same template.

The loading templates are just guides and their use does not restrict your actions. If the template contains other
analytes than those actually loaded or if the priority changes, the software warns you but does not prevent you from
punching. However, no notification is shown in cases where there are more analytes than required in the template.

The analyte priorities always come from Specimen Gate Lab when the puncher is connected to it.

Note: When working with Specimen Gate and partially punched plates with loading templates, the template must
be selected before loading the partial plates. If you try to change a template while the plates are being loaded, the
instrument informs you that the template cannot be changed.

Analytes
The Analytes area contains one button for each available analyte. If all analytes cannot fit in the area, the left and right
arrow buttons allow you to browse through the entire selection.

To change the name of an analyte or the name of its worklist, please contact your local PerkinElmer representative.

To add a new analyte, scroll down to the end of the analyte list and press the Add new analyte button. Enter the name
for the new analyte and press the Enter soft key. The new analyte appears at the bottom of the list. See below for more
on how to adjust all the settings.

Note: Every analyte must have a unique plate barcode format. If two different assays have the same barcode format,
either assay cannot be punched until the barcode formats are changes to differentiate the two assays.
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Note: For Specimen Gate Laboratory users: If an analyte is in Specimen Gate Laboratory but not programmed locally in
the Panthera software, you cannot punch. You can still view and edit the local analyte settings on the Panthera-Puncher
9, but the Specimen Gate Laboratory settings are used when the Specimen Gate connection is active. Remember that
changing settings on the Panthera-Puncher 9 user interface does not update settings in Specimen Gate Laboratory.
When working in SG mode, changes to analyte settings must be made in both Specimen Gate Laboratory and the local
analyte settings of the Panthera-Puncher.

To avoid a programming conflict, the local analyte settings on the Panthera-Puncher 9 should match the Specimen
Gate programming. There are two cases in which the puncher could use the local settings even if you use Specimen
Gate Laboratory: when you switch off the SG connection, and if the SG connection is down (for example, because of
a network error). In the latter case, the software asks you whether you want to continue punching using the local
settings.

If an analyte available in Specimen Gate Laboratory is missing from the local settings, Panthera-Puncher 9 disables any
plate query coming from Specimen Gate Laboratory with that analyte until the analyte is available in the local settings.

In stand-alone mode, to edit settings for a particular analyte, press the corresponding button. A page displays the
analyte settings which are organized in six areas:

• Punching
• Punches per well
• Card barcode rules
• Plate
• Plate maps
• Exporting

Punching
Setting Explanation

Punch size There are five supporetd disk diameter punch sizes:

• 1.5 mm
• 3.2 mm
• 3.8 mm
• 4.7 mm
• 6 mm

Initial punches Sets the number of disks to be punched in consecutive
wells for the initial punching.

Retest punches Sets the number of disks to be punched in consecutive
wells for the retest punching.

Punches per well
If you need to punch more than one disk into a single well, the Punches per well selection allows you to define the
disk amount up to four spots per well based on sample type (calibrator, control and patient) in stand-alone mode. The
punched disk count can be exported to an .xml file.

In stand-alone systems, the Punches per well setting affects both the initial and the retest runs.

The multiple disk per well feature for Panthera-Puncher 9 is available in Specimen Gate Laboratory starting from
version 1.7.

Note: When punching multiple disks to one well, if the instrument encounters a punching error and instructs you to
check the plate, there are two possibilities:

• If you request a repunch, you need to empty the well as all disks are repunched.
• If the well contains the correct number of disks (as in, the image of the well with the disks and the physical number

of disks in the well match), you can approve the message and continue punching the rest of the replicates.
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Card barcode rules
Press the Edit button to access the card barcode rule screen where you can edit rules that allow the software to identify
automatically the controls and calibrators based on their barcode. For PerkinElmer assays, the barcode rules have been
predefined. Here are basic instructions on how to create new barcode rules for assays in the Panthera-Puncher 9 (for
more advanced rules, please contact your local PerkinElmer representative):

• use the ^ (start digit) and $ (end digit) marks to define a barcode that can contain only the data specified between
them.

• \d = any single digit from 0 to 9 and \d{x} where x = amount of digits

For example:

• a calibrator barcode starting with the letter C, then 6 digits for the lot information, 2 digits for the analyte ID (in this
example NTSH=01), and 5 digits of sequence ID:

^C\d{6}01\d{5}$ or ^C\d\d\d\d\d\d01\d\d\d\d\d$ can give a result such as C4564560156789

For more information on rule notation, see Barcode rule notation on page 28

Note: Sample barcodes of type interleave 2 of 5 with less than 6 characters are no longer readable by the Panthera-
Puncher 9 camera or the optional external barcode reader.

Plate
Setting Explanation

Plate type Sets the type of plate used for the analyte. The list
contains all available plates. To add more plates, contact
your local PerkinElmer representative.

Fill direction Setshow the plate is filled (by row, column or Z-pattern).
This affects the order in which the plate wells are filled
and the plate packing. Z-pattern is a pattern where two
rows are filled simultaneously.

Plate barcode rules (primary and secondary) Sets and edits the rules for automatic identification of an
analyte from a plate barcode. See Card barcode rules on
page 27 for basic instructions for writing rules.

For example, if you want a rule for a plate barcode containing a leading zero, then six digits of lot information, one digit
for analyte ID (in this example NTSH = 1), four digits of sequence ID, you can set up the following rule:

• ^0\d{6}1\d{4}$

or
• ^0\d\d\d\d\d\d1\d\d\d\d$

both of which could give a result such as 075375319519

For more information on rule notation, see Barcode rule notation on page 28

Exporting
In this area you can select the export file type (Default file type) and path (Default file path). You can also enable/
disable the automatic creation of export files by toggling the Export automation switch. Unless you have a good
reason to disable this, it is strongly advised to keep it enabled.

There are three different export file types: SPW (single plate worklist), Panthera XML, and Panthera configurable XML.

When you choose the Panthera SPW export format, you get two export files: plcodes.txt and analyte.Wxx. The
plcodes.txt describes the relation between the plate barcode and the name of the file containing the plate data. The
analyte.Wxx file is named after the analyte, and its extension is a W followed by running numbers. The plate file
contains the control sample and specimen sample IDs. Each ID is written on its own line, and sorted in the order
A1->A12->B1->B12 etc. The SPW file does not contain calibrator information and it can contain two different plate maps,
one with calibrators and one without (indicated by _ in the name of the file). If needed, contact your local PerkinElmer
representative for customizations such as omitting the control wells from the list or setting up an environment where
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you can write SPW work lists from multiple instruments at the same time without them being overwritten. This file type
can be used on stand-alone instruments like AutoDELFIA®, VICTOR™ and GSP®.

Note: For this to work, the plate map needs to be exactly the same on both the puncher and the other instrument.
Otherwise the sample results are linked to the wrong patient information.

The Panthera XML (the default export) file is an .xml file that contains the data for each well in the plate. The file
always contains 96 entities. Each of these contains the well ID, the plate barcode, the analyte, the sample ID, the sample
type, the sample type level, any note associated with the sample, and the well status. Use export format to transfer a
set of plate data from one Panthera-Puncher 9 to another. This work list format is machine-readable and can be used
for further work list modifications.

The Panthera configurable XML is a customizable .xml-based export file, that lets you (with the assistance of service
personnel) create a customized export solution, where only the well parameters you choose are exported. This can be
made compatible with other systems and can be opened on any computer for viewing or copying.

Note: When the puncher has an active Specimen Gate connection and the measuring instrument is also connected to
Specimen Gate Laboratory, the data is transferred to the measuring instrument through Specimen Gate Laboratory. In
this case, the export function is unnecessary, but it can still be useful in the event of a connection failure.

The base path to the Default export location is C:\Users\Public\Documents.

• Worklist exports are found in the Panthera exports folder
• Recovery files are found in the Panthera recovery files folder
• Blood card images are found in the Panthera folder

For easier access, these folders are available from every Panthera users Documents Library.

Plate maps
The Plate maps area contains up to 99 plate maps for the selected analyte. Only three plate maps are previewed at a
time. You can browse through all plate maps by pressing the left and right arrows.

Every analyte must have at least one plate map associated to it. For that reason, the first plate map cannot be deleted.
All the other plate maps can be deleted by pressing the trash bin icon that appears on the left of the plate maps.

You can edit the existing plate maps or fill an empty one by pressing it. The selected plate map opens in the plate
editor. It shows information on what (patient sample, calibrator, control) must be punched to each of the plate's wells
or if a well must remain empty.

When in the Plate editor view, you can navigate to other plate maps easily by pressing the left and right arrows in
the upper left corner, and the Current plate map field shows you the number of the plate map currently open in the
editor. You can fill in the information in the same way as you do it in the Plate edit view.

Once you have finished making changes to the plate map, press the Done button in the upper right corner to save the
map and go back to the Settings screen for the selected analyte.

Barcode rule notation
The barcode rules of the Panthera-Puncher 9 are all using the same notation. It is based on the C# regular expressions,
but has some limitations compared to it.

The notations most useful to create your own rules are described below:

• Start of string: if you want a barcode that starts in a certain way, start your rule with the ^ mark. If you omit the ^
mark, the program will look for the rule in the whole barcode, not just the beginning.

• End of string: if you want a barcode that ends in a certain way, end your rule with the $ mark. If you omit the $
mark, the program will allow for barcodes that continue after the rule (i.e. are longer than expected).

• Single digit: \d
• Multiple digits: \d{x}, where x is the amount of digits.
• Non-digit character: \D
• Single character: . (a dot), multiple characters .{x}
• All static components in the barcode rules are written without the \ sign.
• The rules are case sensitive on the static components.
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Rule Notation

Start of string If you want a barcode to start a certain way, start your
rule with ^. If you omit ^, the program searches for the
rule in the whole barcode instead of just the beginning.

End of string If you want a barcode to end a certain way, end your rule
with $. If you omit $, the program allows barcodes that
continue after the rule.

Single digit \d

Multiple digits \d{x}, where x is the number of digits.

Non-digit character \D

Single character .

Multiple characters .{x}, where x is the number of characters.

All static components in the barcode rules are written without \.

The rules are case sensitive on the static components.

Table 1: Examples of barcode notation

Rule Notation

Static control code of TSHQC ^TSHQC$

Control code that starts with TSHQC but can continue with
anything

^TSHQC

Control code that starts with TSHQC and contains two
digits after it

^TSHQC\d{2}$

Code that starts with three digits, always contains 3XA in
the middle, and continues with four letters

^\d{3}3XA\D{4}$

Code that always ends with 2013 2013$

Code that can be anything as long as it consists of eight
alphanumeric characters

^{8}$
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Storing of the sample card image
Panthera can save a JPG image file of the sample card every time it receives a punch command. The image is a snapshot
of what you see on the display when punching. It consists of the sample card picture and the information seen on
screen.

All images are stored in the folder C:\Users\Public\Documents\Panthera\Blood card images. They are organized in
subfolders according to their time stamp. The Blood card images folder contains one subfolder for each year, which
are divided into subfolders for each month, which are further divided into subfolders for each day, containing the
image files of the sample cards punched on the corresponding day. The name of each file is structured as follows:
xxxxxxxxx-date-time, where xxxxxxxxx is of variable length and represents the sample card ID. This is to ensure that if a
single card is punched multiple times on the same day, no image file will be overwritten.

The punch information is stored in the metadata of the JPG file. To see the data of a specific file, open its properties,
then go to the Details tab and look for the Comments property. It contains the disk ID, the barcode of the plate, and
the well code to which the disk was punched.

Enabling the image storing is done through the service software. Please contact your local PerkinElmer representative.
By default the image storage setting is set to off.
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Log files
The Panthera log files are stored in the folder C:\ProgramData\PerkinElmer\SpotLight\Logs. The programdata folder is
a hidden folder. It can be accessed by typing the location in the address bar of Windows explorer.
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Troubleshooting
Issue Solution

I am getting error messages related to punch heads or
warning that disks are not detected.

Cleaning the punch heads may be necessary.

I am getting a lot of problems with disks jumping to
wrong positions during the dry season.

Static electricity may cause issues when the air humidity
is low. To reduce the effects of static electricity, the
instrument is equipped with an ionizer. If this does not
provide sufficient help, you can try the following provided
the assay you are running does not prevent these:

• Humidify the air in the lab
• Reduce the use of synthetic fibers in the operator's

clothing
• Use an antistatic gun or a similar instrument to

reduce the plate charge before starting the punching
process

• Before unloading the plates from the instrument, wet
the plates with a suitable substance (depending on
your assay)

• Use an external ionizer in the lab
• Ground the user

When using Intellipunch, I get a certain number of disks
from a single spot. Once these have been punched, the
instrument suggests that one more disk be punched from
that same spot. Is this normal?

This is due to the inaccuracy of pixel size calibration,
which ensures that the disks fit. In some situations, a
disk can be a pixel smaller than was calculated,thus
prompting the instrument to punch one more disk.
Depending on your configuration, it can also be due to
the blood border and disk border settings.

Panthera disables the plate and issues a warning, stating
that local settings need to be created.

When working with Specimen Gate, the analyte settings
must be the same in Specimen Gate and in standalone
mode. If the settings do not match, Panthera issues a
warning. If no local settings are found for an analyte,
Panthera will disable the plate and issue a warning
stating that local settings need to be created. Contact
your local PerkinElmer representative.

The punch locations are repeatedly lost and found on the
screen.

In situations where external lighting conditions are
changing, the Panthera-Puncher 9 may repeatedly find
and lose punching locations. This can be corrected by
adjusting the lighting in the room and in the instrument.
To adjust the lighting conditions, contact your local
PerkinElmer representative.
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Contact information
If you have any questions about this product or you need assistance, please contact PerkinElmer Customer Support.

Rest of the world: GS@customersupport@perkinelmer.com

North America: gs.technical.support@perkinelmer.com
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Multilingual versions
The CD on the back cover contains translations of this user manual in PDF format. They can be viewed electronically
or printed out. If you require a printed copy to be provided without cost by the manufacturer, please call your local
toll free phone number listed below. Give the full identification number of the manual you require. This number is at
the top right hand corner of the first page of the PDF. The format is 2081-9xxx-xx. Each language version has its own
number.

Country Toll free number

France 0805 111 333

Germany 0800 181 00 32

Italy 0800 90 66 42

Spain 800 09 91 64

Brazil* +55 11 3868 6200

China 800 820 5046

* Not toll free but callback is available.
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